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Notes from the President......

USCA NATIONAL
COMMITTEE
Connie Brown - Ambassador

Ed Johnson -- AMA Liaison

Al Roach - Membership Contact

Don Swanke - Emergency Contact

Jim Rubens - Historian

Les Garlinghouse - Latin American Corre-
spondent

One of our own Super Sidecar pioneers,
Floyd "Pop" Dreyer, was on hand for the
presentation of the "Dudly Perkins" Award
from the A.M.A. at the recent Life Members
Association Banquet! Another sidecarist,
A.M.A. President, Ed Youngblood, gave the
award. Actual footage of "Pop" Dreyer win-
ning races some 67 years ago (Circa 1920) was
shown. Atte Boy "POP"!!! And, he is still
sidecaring today.

By now most of you felt there were some
problems with your renewals, missing issues,
and so on. Here is what happened. Last August
we moved our administration functions to a
professional association management group
called AM West. Our way was working but a
lot of work fell on Board Members and others
(burn out!). It seemed like a good idea. AM
West appeared to be in good shape. Their
accounts included the Horseless Carriage Club
and others. Their forecast was clear sailing.
They would handle the day to day association
business to allow the Committee to work on
growth, on publication projects, on manufac-
turing relations and so on .

Bottom Line - problems started to appear.
We were assured by AM West that this was
normal and they had it all taken care of even

though (we found out later) they were closing
their doors just weeks later. Damn! Left us
high and dry - up the well known creek with-
out a paddle! Mail List was left in complete
shambles - renewals were not done.

Then they sent renewal requests in a mass
mailing which hit you guys on the wrong
dates. It was a real mess. This is right after
Winston Beaumont, our Editor, had given
notice. I don't mind telling you I was watching
for low flying birds too. Aren't we having fun!
It looks like we are okay. The "Sidecarist" is
back in production and on schedule thanks to
the efforts of Hal and Lee Kendall, while the
mailing list is back in order thanks to the
stirling efforts of Jim and Sue Krautz.

I would like to thank the Committee
Members and the membership, who rolled up
their shirt sleeves and asked "What can we do
to help?" So if any more membership prob-
lems develop, please drop a note direct to Jim
Krautz. Your support is invaluable to this
Association and to our continued survival.

Our OWN celebration of Watsonian's
75th Anniversary will be the Special Griffith
Park Rally. No awards or games. Just good
clean fun and renewing friendships, Griffith
Park, CA, October 24-25, Mineral Wells
Picnic Area,

Contact Doug Bingham for details

(818) 780-5542

Pon Hoffman's Watsonian Cambridge
fitted  Moto Guzzi. Last year's raffle winner, is
dog is pleased!

Doug Bingham
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From where I sit (as Editor)
Hal Kendall:

Well, here I am, sitting in the editor's seat,
not from desire but from necessity. This spot has
seen three changes in four issues and hopefully
will see yet another change as soon as someone
else volunteers for this position. On the positive
side, printing costs in the Lone Star State appear
to be the most competitive by far. Printed issues
are shipped direct to the mailing service in
Houston. They are updated with mail labels from
the membership secretary. Overnight mail is
delivered from any place USA. The Editor can be
located in downtown Houston or Hicksville,
USA, without loss of service to members. If
interested in this position (which can carry an
honorarium) please send qualifications to Hal
Kendall. A word processor desirable but not
necessary.

The most important section of this issue is
the 1987 Survey Questionnaire centerfold (after
you pull out the Emergency Contact Directory),
which depicts the state of the Association. New
blood and leadership must be infused. Complete
and return the Questionnaire to me in Houston or
bring it with you to the 1987 Rally in Canada.
Just be sure your voice is heard. And do not be
bashful to volunteer the services of your riding
buddy or yourself. We will sort out the volun-
teers in a very Democratic fashion at the Rally
site.

We are still sorting out bad addresses by the
dozens. Have you let Jim Krautz know your
correct address and have you verified your
expiration date? Would you believe some "Side-
carist" issues have chased an errant member
through FIVE address changes?

We are delighted to bring you Jan and
Clarence Kessler's trip from Hot Springs, S.
Dakota to Natural Bridges, Utah, where they met
with the International Brotherhood of Motorcycle
Campers. This story, courtesy of "Wing World,"
We have lots of writing talent in Sidecarland,
Let's see more of it in the "Sidecarist."

We are also delighted to see another article
by John Ewing. John has a lot of sidecar experi-

ences behind him and is anxious and willing to
expound upon them (without being asked). Look
for a series from John in these pages on many
topics, Sidecaring remains an art so some articles
may appear provocative. If they do not agree
with YOUR experience, do not hesitate to say so.

Trust to see as many who can make it at the
1987 Annual Rally in Canada. There is still time
to get those pre-registrations to Ed Johnson (pre-
registration closes June 30). But come even if
you cannot pre-register.

Finally, don't forget to carry your Emer-
gency Contacts Directory with you to the Rally.
There are three wonderful parts to the Rally.
Meeting new friends on the way there - renewing
old friendships and making new ones at the
Rally. Take lots of photos. And, let's have some
good articles on the Rally for the Fall issues. We
need some especially good shots for the covers.

Hal. Kendall
P.S.: There is still time to obtain a few or a

lot of raffle tickets. As you know, the Sidecar
Industry does not donate a sidecar to the USCA
but a member of the industry does provide one at
their cost (or less). Thus, donations to the USCA
begin after the base cost is realized. There may
be a little or a lot left over according to the
sidecar selected. Ticket sales should be sent to
the USCA at the P. O. Box in Van Nuys. They
will also be available at the rally site. Perhaps
your friends and neighbors will contribute. After
all, you purchased their Girl Scout cookies and
all those other neighborhood gimmes, didn't you?

LATE USCA RALLY NEWS
"Harley-Davidson's Ron Plender and Buzz

Buzzelli will be at the USCA Rally on one of
their new sidecar units. The other new Harley-
Davidson rig will be road tested and driven to the
Rally by Jim Dodson of Hack'd. Jim will also be
our official rally news reporter. All Harley fans
should bring their queries with them and present
them to the H-D representatives."
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in Retrospect
What Happened?
Hal Kendall

By now you all realize the critical situation
we passed through. It was difficult to get in touch
with you with all the reorganizational changes,
not for the best as it turned out. Jim processed
your letters into names on the computer list, then
sent me a fat stack of your letters pleading for a
sign we were alive.

Doug was quite disappointed that you
complained. I looked on the positive side. If you
did not care, you would not have complained.
We provided a valuable service you sorely
missed. After reading all your letters and others,
now what? Well, we have at least gotten back to
a bi-monthly schedule and will remain that way
until our finances improve and we get a new
editor. But your letters kept haunting me so I
decided to extract the vital theme to show just
how serious a situation we got ourselves into.
Now we can relax and laugh at the mixup. But, it
was a lesson to us. We must keep the member-
ship informed. And, we must run our business so
this situation will never happen again - ever.
Without further comment, your letters:

"I do miss my own personal copy of the
'Sidecarist.'

John Ewing, Lafayette, IN.

"How long must I bear with this? I really
enjoy your magazine when I get it. May I please
be counted among the living active members?

James Rolzitto, Cypress, CA.

"I joined the USCA in November 1986. It is
now March 1987. When do I get the "Sidecarist?

Herb Hilchey, Long Beach, CA.

"This is the third letter concerning my
membership. Each month I must write and get a
back issue. Can't you please put me on your
regular mailing list?

Jim Mulford, Los Altos Hills CA

"This application (without a check) is to
remind you I joined several months ago but have
not received any 'Sidecarist.'  Am sure it is a
paperwork foulup.

Jeff Reicher, Diamond Bar, CA.

"Have there been any other issues of the
'Sidecarist,' since October, 1986?"

Thomas Calamia, Vermillion, OH.

"What kind of a club do you have? It ap-
pears you take the dues and run. If you not want
my membership, please refund my dues.

James Chapman, Gilman, IL.

"What's up? I really do want to join your
club. I want to put a sidecar on my GS850GX.
Please call me (any evening) and let me know
what the problems are.

Sean Rogers, Washington DC.

"My check (for membership) has not been
cashed. Can you let me know if it has been
received.

Greg Baumgardner, Springfield, OH.

"After three letters and no response I am
slightly aggravated. My next letter will be to the
BBB,

Chris Skillicorn, Bedfod, OH.
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"We would really like your magazine, that is
if we could get it.

Mrs. Ronald Markey, Carthage, IL,

"I used to be a member, Would very much
like to be again. Is there any problem? Have
heard nothing.

Pat Wagar, Beverly, MA,

"Was my subscription misplaced? I surely
like to receive the 'Sidecarist.'

Mel Snyder, Naples, NY

"If I rode my motorcycle as fast as you
respond to new members, I would be choking on
pedestrian dust. Get off your 3rd wheel, please.

Sean Rogers, Washington, DC

"We joined the USCA hoping to have
something to read during those long cold winter
nights we enjoy in Canada. Our friends ask us
questions about sidecars that we thought we
could answer from your magazine. It is now
passing into mid spring. Where are the mags?

Willie Dietre, Sask, Canada

"Please extend my membership to reflect
the lack of magazines received,"

George Downes, Jr., Warren VA

Attention Collectors:
Order now - 18 x 24 Steib poster, copy of

the original sign, shows classic bike, sidecar,
rider and passenger, words in German - $7.50
includes same day mail. Bill Cummins, 235 W.
Southern #138, Mesa, AZ 85202

in Retrospect

Pon Hoffman's Watsonian Cambridge fitted
Moto Guzzi. Last year's raffle winner.

His dog is pleased!

Jackie McCue of Deland, FL was chosen as Ms. /
Harley-Davidson at Harley Heaven ceremonies in
Daytona Beach on March 8. Jackie, 22 years, was

selected over 200 entrants nationwide. She is
employed as a seamstress at an upholstry shop and
enjoys drawing, aerobics, boating, working out on
fitness equipment, and riding her 883 Sportster.
Jackie will appear at various shows, HOG rallies

and at H-D dealer events.
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Letters
Hal,

Elated to finally receive my "Sidecarist."
Myinterest has not waned. I restore BMWs.

A 1973 R75/5 is to be attached to my 1976
(fully restored) but cannot mount it without the
mounting collet halves. All the lower hardware is
missing. No response from the Neval Dealer. The
hardware shown in the 'Sidecar Manual' makes
no mention of where it can be obtained. Can you
help?

A Is the German 'Sidecar Manual' well
researched? Other efforts have omitted critical
information.

As a restorer and fabricator I am somewhat
critical of getting things right.

R. D. Benson (3692) Port Hueneme, CA.

Mr. Benson,
The Nevel importer was Sidecar Imports,

Ltd., P. O. Box 250, Highland Park, IL 60035 -
(312) 831-9503. They are no longer importing
Nevals. Contact them for address in England.

The hardware illustrated in the 'Sidecar
Manual' was submitted by Motorvation who
continue to fabricate hardware for the BMW 5/5.
Contact them at 3702 Clifton Place, Montrose,
CA 91020 or call (818) 248-9631.

The German 'Sidecar Manual' is well re-
searched for the purpose intended. It is not a
handbook for restoration but to explain the
technicalities and operation of sidecars.

Hal

Information Requested
Paul McCurley of Route 1, Box 16K,

Brentwood, CA 94513 has a Honda Unisport he
wants to sell. Unicar Corporation of Anaheim,
CA, who made them is out of business. Does
anyone have any information or details of the
company or the vehicle? Why not drop Paul a
line.

Dear Editor;
My story is about motorcycling, brother-

hood, and sidecaring. My husband and I joined
the USCA in 1984. John used to call Doug
whenever he needed information on sidecars,
sidecaring or when he simply wished to chat. He
purchased the Watsonian Monaco (that used to
belong to Jim Krautz' Palma) from Doug (see
story, 'Sidecarist,' March 1985).

Recently he decided he needed a set of Unit
leading link forks so these were ordered in
January. They arrived on March 21, just two days
later John suddenly passed away.

I asked Doug if he could accept return of the
forks and a refund of John's money. That was not
possible. So the forks sit in the living room, still
in their container, needing a new home.

I do not ride alone but do have a nice '81
Gold Wing with Watsonian Monaco and also a
new set of leading link forks to be disposed of
(see classifieds).

Should I feel annoyed or angry with a friend
like Doug I think not. Brotherhood!

Dorothy Metzler Clinton, New Jersey

Dear Hal,
One of these days I plan to write a little

blurb for print to give credit to those who work
so hard to keep the "Sidecarist" running. Too bad
things get into a financial bind as they did.

I see in Doug's editorial that some people
must have been kind of bugging him or other
volunteers. Feel bad about that as it is rough
enough doing this sort of thing without getting
flack should things get going a little rough. May
possibly get to the 3rd Wheel gathering at New
Ulm, MN in June. We will be heading for the
IBMC campout near Mankahto, MN. Will take
the hack and the cargo trailer I built a year ago.

Clarence Kessler Hot Springs S.D.

(Look for Clarence and Jan's trip beginning on
Page 23.)
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Letters
Response to HAK's Auto Tire
Fitment Article
By J.R. Ewing

John basically concurs with my treatise on the
auto tire fitment. He has fitted 155 SR15 auto tires to
the rear wheels of both his sidecar machines. But there
is a difference. He did not use the stock Honda wheels
with the locking ridge mentioned. He chose aftermar-
ket steel rims which have clean bead wells and the tires
mount easily. He laced the rims with 8 gauge spokes.
John observes that the width of the bead of a 155SR15
is about 17mm while that of a 15 inch motorcycle tire
is only 12.5 mm. The bulk of both beads is therefore 25
mm for the motorcycle tire but 34mm for the auto tire.
The bead of a 165SR15 is even higher. To accommo-
date such a bulk the 15 inch motorcycle rims can be
split at their centerline and a spacer-insert welded in
place (by a drag racing specialty firm) thereby creating
a wider rim to accept the auto tire. Drilling and dim-
pling for the spokes can be done by a specialist wheel
shop such as Buchanans Frame Shop in California.
The rim could then be laced to the hub by massive 8 or
6 gauge spokes.

With John's setup, the result is a long lasting tire
that feels comfortable and stable at speeds up to 70
mph. Above this John feels a loss in stability. (Others
do not report a loss in stability at high speed with big
tires fitted - there is much we do not know).

John confirms that tire mounting must be done
with considerable patience. You can easily overstress
the tire by over-pressure trying to get the beads to seat.
It is also fairly easy to "kink" the bead by using exces-
sive force with a rubber hammer getting the bead over
the edge of the tire rim. A kinked bead is a weakened
bead which could fail under excessive pressure. Exces-
sive pressure can also cause the wires to strip out
(according to the tire manufacturers). If this occurs the
resultant failure is identical to that shown in the photos
and is the probable cause,

The tire will slip on easier if a tire and tube
mounting compound such as made by Myers Tire
Supply Company, Akron, Ohio, is used. This wax-like
compound works like a charm. Apply liberally to the
wheel rim bead retaining area, to the retaining ridges

and adjacent wheel well area. Apply also to the flat
toward-the-middle areas of the tire beads, to the curved
external sides of the bead and liberally up on an inch or
so on the inside of the last-to-go-on half of the tire. The
wheel must come up through the tire so the inside of
the tire must be lubed.  The big advantage of getting a
shop to mount your tires is that they have a machine to
do this task.

Unless you are going to spend the bucks neces-
sary to convert your wheel to accept a large auto tire do
not do it. There is no advantage except possibly the
satisfaction of "having triumphed over an inanimate
object."

John has a Firestone on one machine and a
Michelin on the other. The Firestone shows evidence
of lasting longer but breaks loose and spins on wet
pavement. The Michelin has superior wet traction.

Since my earlier article, Dan Doyle reports yet
another auto tire that exploded during fitment, That
was a 145SR15 Michelin I believe and it was being
fitted to a stock cast Honda wheel. In this case the
wheel itself was the weaker member and it bent badly
as the tire slid back off. Have you priced a cast Honda
wheel lately? The amount of explosive force inside the
tire is just not understood by either the lay person or
many professionals.

In short, there are many advantages to fitting a
small 15 inch auto radial. And, while larger tires
(145SR15 and larger) have apparently been success-
fully fitted by some, we would strongly discourage this
practice UNLESS your rim is purpose designed for
such fitment. Regardless, all appropriate cautions must
be exercised. Keep arms and face out of the way. Do
not exceed 40 psi to seat the beads. Inflate and deflate.
Use a tire cage. Use tire mounting gel or vegetable oil -
and - keep those tires on the ground!

There are over one hundred Super Shops scat-
tered over 25 states. They deal with performance
products as in racing, off road, track, drag and so on.
They have a good reason to keep the 15SR135 in
stock. It is a favorite front wheel for dragsters. They
also have a mail order outlet - call (714) 796-2572.
Tires sell for about $30.00. Offshore Imports, also a
mail order outlet.
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Letters
Hal,

Donation for the manual fund enclosed.
Thanks for your efforts. Need help. My '82 GL
1100 with an EML "T". She has no sidecar brake.
The EML importer in St. Louis cannot furnish an
aftermarket kit. Can you help?

The rig handles nice, runs straight on any
road surface and has good power.

Thanks,

Lynn Sherrill, Paducah, KY.

Dear Lynn,
Have heard of EMI owners fitting their own

customized hydraulic disc brake kits so it should
not be too difficult. Appreciate the donation.
New manual sent. Trust you enjoy.

Hal

NOTE: Will those owners who have made
this aftermarket conversion please send me
details to share? What problems were encoun-
tered? Bill of materials? Sketch or photo? How
many hours of effort? Out of pocket cost?

Hal,
Where the @#$%C&* is my Sidecarist? I

wrote the Van Nuys office in late March - they
said, "problems with the mail list," "please bear
with them." My membership expires 11/87. The
last issue I received was Jan. '87. What is going
on?

Doc Patterson, Cody, Wyoming

Dear Doc,
In response to your letter and the dozens of

similar letters that have fallen upon the heads of
Doug and Jim, you would not believe the mess
the management firm left us in. Jim is working
night and day to straighten it out. Have you
received the Feb/Mar issue? It was mailed in mid

April. If not, let me know and I will send a copy
by return mail. Also noticed a change in address
on your letterhead. Did you advise Jim? Other-
wise your Sidecarist may be chasing you around
Wyoming as we speak. Just kidding. I know that
address is good but many are not.

Joe "Stroker" Burnett:
Welcome!

Check enclosed for the new manual plus a
donation for the manual fund. The other two
manuals - Sidecar Operator Manual and the
Sidecar Manual by HAK) are indispensible. I
began sidecaring last summer and was com-
pletely green about the topic. My Vetter
"Terraplane" was bought used and without
mounting instructions.

Those books (plus perserverance) have been
my bible on setting the rig up correctly and in
getting me started on driving with confidence,
Without them I would still be feeling my way,
wondering what to do and what to expect.

The other $5.00 is my donation to help the
USCA get out of the red and back on the road.
$5.00 is not much today but if each member
would follow suit, even with a donation of only
$1.00, it would speed up the recovery process.

I also belong to the GWRRA, the AMA, the
RMTC and the K-Y Riders, an affiliate of the
RMTC. While I am most active in the K-Y R and
receive all newsletters from all associations, the
one I enjoy most but receive least, is the "Side-
carist," After all, it is supposed to be a monthly,
isn't it?

"Stroker," you sure have your work cut out
for you and hope this small donation will ease
the load, Let me know if I can do anything from
KY.

Welcome and Lots of Luck.

Jim and Janetta Williams, Shelbyville, KY
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Jim and Janetta,
Speaking for "Stroker," afraid the work

effort of putting out the TMRA "Folly" (an 80 to
100 page journal each month) plus  the "Sidecar-
ist" was just too much. Truly appreciate your
faith in us and in the effort Joe did made.

We hope to return to a monthly schedule
after the Rally, at least until Fall when we will
normally combine the issues over the cool riding
season. If our advertizing program takes off we
may even be able to maintain a monthly schedule
year round - no promises, however.

The donation was well needed at this time. I
knew I could count on my sidecar friends when
the chips were down. Attitudes like yours make it
all worthwhile and diminish these problems to
manageable proportions.

Hal

Dear Hal:
I am waiting for the California Sidecar

leading link suspension kit (to be delivered
shortly). Read about them in the 'Sidecarist.'
What tires can be purchased with a flat profile?

An article on the various steering dampers
giving details on availability, price, mounting
hardware and so on would be extremely interest-
ing.

The feature in the 'Chair' showing how Ken
Wakefield reduced trail was of considerable
interest.

Have been waiting since last August for a
Ural Sidecar to fit to my Harley-Davidson FLHP.
There appears to be a L-O-N-G delay in filling
orders.

Sincerely,

Joe Lourey, Norridgewock, ME 04957

Letters
Dear Joe:

Tires and steering dampers are our two hot
request items. Look for in-depth articles. Small
15 inch auto tires are available from several
sources - Sidecar Restorations, Sidecar Shoppe,
Michelin, Globe, Offshore Imports, Super Shops
Inc., to name but a few. Do not fit anything larger
than a 15SR135 unless you have special rims.
Others have but they can and have blown up
during fitment. Take extra special care. It can be
hazardous. Let a professional tire shop do the
fitment.

Steering dampers are available from most
sidecar dealers or manufacturers. Almost all need
to be customized to the specific rig. Try
Motorvation, Land's Cycles in Houston, Sidecar
Restoration, Side Strider, etc.

Sorry to hear your dealer cannot supply
Urals from stock. Will check availability of
imported units as a follow-up. No point advertis-
ing if they are not on the ground for sale.

Hal

Howdy,
My problem is the same as Jay Koonz

experienced (Sidecarist, Oct-Nov. 1986) with his
Suzuki/Velorex - wobble. Mine is an '85 Gold
Wing/Ultra. For myself the wobble is not uncom-
fortable but my wife cannot control the wobble
and has lost control twice. She will not drive it
until something is done. What information is
there on steering dampers?

Robert Sanders Lamesa, Texas

Dear Robert;
The wobble experienced with a given

sidecar rig may be so slight as to be unnoticeable
while in another it may be very bad. Not all
sidecar outfits will wobble. Wobble can result
from many causes - worn bearings in wheels,
steering races, or swing arm, out of round or out
of balance tires, rims, loose mounts between
sidecar and motorcycle, and so on.
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Reduction in trail to make for easier steer-
ing also reduces the ability to resist wobbles. The
telescopic fork is very limber and will permit a
sideways movement. A leading link fork setup
has many times the lateral and sideways rigidity
so it is less prone to exhibit a wobble tendency,

Steering dampers can be of friction or
hydraulic type. Friction units are usually found
on older machines and operate through the
steering head. The hydraulic is normally fitted as
an aftermarket device, When selecting a unit, try
to find one that is adjustable You do not want too
much resistance or steering will be wooden and
not responsive.

For best results it should be fitted to the
upper forks close to the triple tree, not on the
lower leg. It should not bind even when the bars
are turned on full lock in either direction. Nor
should it bind regardless of the position of the
lower legs. There should be no dead or flat spot
and no play or slop.

Mounting hardware and steering dampers
can usually be supplied by most sidecar manu-
facturers or dealers such as Motorvation, Sidecar
Restorations, Sidestrider, Sidecar Shoppe, Land's
Cycles in Houston, and so on. A unit is available
from J.C. Whitney (No, 06AL0385, $19.98), for
smaller motorcycles. Some manufacturers may
have bolt-on hardware, others may require some
custom fitting.

Letters
This topic comes up continuously. It would

be VERY helpful if those dealers and manufac-
turers who HAVE dampers can describe, what
they have, cost, hardware, what it wile fit,
mounting details, etc. We will feature one time in
industrial news and encourage dealers and
manufacturers to list in our advertisements.

Our Screwups Reviewed
We have received several letters portraying

distress and anguish over our lack of services
from September through April. Books have been
ordered and not delivered, memberships have not
been recorded, 'Sidecarists' not delivered, renew-
als not honored, and so on and so forth.

Rather than print each letter and each
response, on behalf of the Executive Committee
--- we goofed! As explained elsewhere, we
thought we were doing the best for our member-
ship but it went down the tubes. It did leave us
weakened but not out. And, with your support,
we are rebuilding fast. But, please see the article
on Dues - Renewals - Dues on Page That will
explain why we are in a financial bind. Be sure to
fill in the Survey in the center and we will soon
be back on top.

Once again, our sincere apologies.

Lost Overseas Members
We cannot locate any of the following

Canadian members - last address listed:

(3569) J. Dymond 8616 F8-A St., Ft. St. Johns,
B.C, (3000) B. G. Whately, 933 Southdown
Rd., Mississauga, ON

(3384) B. Kuraitis, 11220 54th Avenue,
Edmonton, AT.

(2892) B. Elliott, 11220 99th Avenue #110,
Edmonton, AT

(2310) B. Gasson, 412 Queen Street, W. Cam-
bridge, ON

Does anyone know their current where-
abouts? If so, please advise Jim Krautz.
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Housekeeping
DUES - RENEWALS - DUES
H.A. Kendall

For some months now Jim Krautz and I
have had a growing concern that all was not right
with our finances. We just could not put it to-
gether. The renewals were simply not coming in
on schedule and our cash on hand was going
down, down, down. Finally, Jim called me the
other week and said, "You know, we've given our
members five free months of membership."
"You're kidding -how?" He called off a few
examples. I checked - sure enough he was cor-
rect. It happened to all members. Again, we have
to thank the Management Association. Here is
what happened.

Our membership records were being kept by
CIS, a computer company in Dallas, Texas. You
may recall on your old mail labels they carried a
number from 0 to 12, normally, but in some
cases up to 30. When you joined and paid for a
12 month subscription you were given a (12).
Then, each month, when the computer was
updated, a 'one' was subtracted. When it reached
(3) you were sent out a reminder notice. At (0)
you were sent another reminder notice. Then you
were carried as a N1, N2 or N3 (showing one,
two or three months behind) before being placed
on the inactive list.

When you renewed your account was
increased by the number of months to be added.
A very simple and effective system. August 1986
was the last time we used CIS. The Management
firm obtained a 'floppy' from CIS but could not
read it. We spent quite some time trying to 'bring'
the data back. Meanwhile, each day the records
were getting older and colder. Finally, in January
1987, the Management firm entered the data
manually but those records were now five
months old.

So, if your record read (9), meaning you had
7 months to go from August 1986, they inter-
preted it that you still had nine months after
August 1986, or to May 1987. This is why no
renewals went out. This is why you did not
renew. This is how we got so mixed up that we

are still trying to get out of the mess. This is why
you have been writing those nasty letters. This is
why there is no money in the till. This is why we
are on a bi-monthly schedule when we thought
we could maintain the monthly schedule, This is
why members were kept on the mail list. There
was no way to shut them off.

The bottom line, this has pulled over $8000
out of the kitty these past nine months and will
pull another $3000 out of the kitty over the next
four months.

Not only that, but even when you DID
renew it now appears that the Management
Association may or may not have updated your
records. So if you do get a renewal notice and
have renewed, please, no nasty letters, Just help
us by advising Jim when you believe your mem-
bership should expire.

Regardless, the fault was ours in not watch-
ing over their shoulder more closely, We feel
duty bound to honor those five free Months they
gave you, But, it sure would help your kitty if
you could 'donate' back those missing five
months ($7.50/member) and send to the USCA,
c/o Jim Krautz, 17116 Goya Street, Granada
Hills, CA 91344.

Perhaps, if enough funds come in and a new
editor is located, we may go back to the monthly
schedule, I simply cannot handle this on a
monthly schedule without help! Minimum
reserve must grow to at least $3000 instead of
the current $500 to $1500, before a monthly
schedule can be considered or maintained,

Bad  Addresses - U.S.A.
We chased L. B. Hansen (3317) through

five addresses this past month. All this does is
cost us time and money. Other errant members
(about 50) were chased to a lesser extent. Does
the 'Sidecarist' mean so little to you that you do
not really care if you receive it or not? At least
this service is available in America, for a price.
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World Travel
90,000 Miles by Sidecar
Richard and Mopsa English, London, U,K.

On a warm autumn day at the beginning of
November 1985, we pulled away from a house in
Granada Hills, California. Glancing back we
gave a wave to Sue, Jim and Ian Krautz, our kind
hosts, who had looked after us during the 3
months of preparation prior to our departure on
this the final part of our world tour.

The engine of the Truimph had been rebuilt,
We had worked hard to save a little money that
would, we hoped, see us home to London. We
were heading south.- Mexico, Central and South
America, Africa and Europe.

At 10:00 PM on the 26th of December we
drove down the ramp of the cross channel ferry
and into the cold, English, winter night air. A
short ride to London and our journey was com-
plete. A little under 90,000 miles is the final tally,
over 4-1/2 years and through 57 countries. The
adventures of the last 15 months had been many
and varied and the hardships more edifying than
painful.

An attempted mugging in Mexico; the ride
through Nicaragua; malaria in Panama; land-
slides, washed out roads and the hauling of the
outfit over the Andes; a meeting with a Para-
guayan gaucho that left a bullet hole in the
sidecar; a sudden flash flood in Brazil that sent a
three foot wall of water rushing through our tent;
South Africa; a dash across war-torn
Mosambique with the supposed protection of a
heavily armed convoy; the appalling roads
through the Zambian bush and the jungles of
Zaire; across the deserts of the northern Sudan
and into Egypt and our rushed ride through a
wintery Europe with forced stops due to break-
downs and blizzards.

The adventure of the whole 4-1/2 years of
travel will be described in a book we hope to
have published by the end of the year.

But what of our experiences with the outfit?
When we decided to do the journey by motor-
cycle combination we had had no previous

dealings with sidecars, so advice and help were
sought. The USCA's Sidecar Manual would have
proved invaluable but, alas, we had no knowl-
edge of it. Only very slowly did we piece to-
gether the information on how best to prepare the
outfit for the journey. Mistakes were made, items
overlooked. Our 90,000 mile ride over and
through very varied terrain with differing road
conditions and climates can admirably highlight
the advantages but also some of the resultant
problems when such an appendage is attached to
a motorcycle.

The reasons we had chosen a motorcycle
and sidecar, rather than two motorcycles, were
primarily dictated by what we anticipated would
be increased costs in gasoline, maintenance,
shipping, spare parts, documentation, insurance,
custom indemnities, and so forth, not to mention
the larger initial outlay required in buying and
equiping two bikes.

The obvious problem with one bike was
how to load all the equipment needed to keep the
bike running and two average-sized anglo-saxons
fed, clothed, housed and entertained for more
than 4 years on the road, hence the decision to
look at sidecars. We needed a sidecar for lug-
gage. A lightweight box which could be securely
closed and locked, a little like the ones the AA
recovery and breakdown service used to use in
England back in the 1950s and 1960s. Squire
manufactured just such a box and they fitted it to
the Triumph for us, strengthening the sidecar
chassis and welding a metal frame between the
bike and sidecar to hold a spare fuel can.

Leading link forks had been suggested to
lighten the steering effort and improve handling.
We were told that they were far more robust than
telescopics and ideal for prolonged sidecar use.
Keith Wash, of Unit Sidecars, fitted a set of his
leading links to the front end of the outfit. We
used 18 inch rims on the front and back of the
Triumph and these were shod with Avon SM
tires. There was some discussion as to whether
spoked or mag wheels should be used, A cracked
or dented mag wheel might leave us stranded in
the middle of some desert whereas spokes could
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always be replaced. We asked Triumph to fit
heavy duty guage spokes to both wheels but the
factory overlooked this and we left England with
the standard spokes. The Triumph engine has
good low end torque and a durable clutch. We
altered the gearing by fitting a larger rear
sprocket. (Before we left Los Angeles we again
increased the gearing by fitting a smaller front
sprocket in anticipation of long tortuous climbs
on dirt roads in the Andes of South America.)

When we left England in the summer of
1982 we felt we had a reasonably rugged and
practical vehicle well suited to our particular
needs and the journey ahead.

Structurally the outfit held together pretty
well. The weight fully loaded was around 1000
pounds before we climed aboard, This included
clothing, campingequipment, food, survival gear,
a full compliment of spare parts, two spare tires
and 10 gallons of fuel. (With us aboard the
engine was pulling about 2 pounds per cc.) The
standard spokes on the rear wheel proved woe-
fully inadequate and we replaced them regularly
throughout the first 35,000 miles. We finally
came to our senses and had heavier guage ones
fitted at Buchanan's Frame Shop in Los Angeles.
These held out extremely well for the remainder
of the trip which took us over some of the
rougher terrain. Small cracks had, however,
begun to appear in the wheel rim by the time we
arrived back in England (a case of the spokes
being strong enough but the rim not strong
enough).

The front wheel was lightly loaded and we
had no problems with it nor with the leading link
forks. The standard springs on the rear Girling
gas shocks were inadequate and they were
replaced with the spare stronger springs only a
few days after leaving England. These springs
lasted the entire trip although the dampers were
later replaced.

The main structural breakage occurred quite
early. We had just completed a long, tiring three
day ride covering the 1200 miles across Saudi
Arabia when we found a crack in the Triumph's

World Travel
duplex frame just below the steering head. A
sleeve was welded over the crack with some
brackets welded between the two down tubes.
This improvised workmanship lasted 75,000
miles until, after some pretty rough riding in
Africa, we found the same thing had happened
on our arrival in Nairobi.

We had six inches of clearance beneath the
sidecar. In retrospect, we could have used more.
It was fine for. Europe, Asia, Australia and North
America but not for some of the roads (more like
tracks) in South America and Africa.

I would often slam the sidecar chassis
unavoidably into protruding rocks. Sometimes
we were slowed down or occasionally coming to
a juddering stop by deep sand or churned up
mud. The short track of the outfit worked well on
the furrowed mud roads.  I would place the
motorcycle wheels in one of the deep truck ruts
and with the sidecar wheel on the raised central
section, we proceeded quite well, albeit at an
unusual angle, The stability of the outfit was a
tremendous advantage when fording fast flowing
rivers and when riding in dirt. We met several
solo motorcyclists from Europe traveling through
Africa with broken collar bones and bruises from
their many falls.

One of the major problems when off the
pavement was sand. With a lot of the weight of
the overloaded outfit on the rear wheel, it was
easy to sink when the sand was soft and deep,
Deflating the tires helped. Only once in
Botswana, did we get so bogged down we had to
wait for a passing vehicle to dray us out.

The sidecar was clamped to the motorcycle
frame. Sometimes the clamps would slip, espe-
cially if riding for extended periods on corru-
gated roads, Only about 5000 of our 90,000
miles were on un-made up roads but the 'made'
roads were often in disrepair. Some bad roads
were unavoidable, others were due to our choice
of route. If one is planning an extensive tour of
Africa, or if crossing the Sahara, an outfit spe-
cifically set up for off-road riding is advisable.
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The increased wear and tear on the various
motorcycle components when a sidecar is at-
tached can be illustrated by our experiences. It
depends to some certain extend on the motor-
cycle used. We had problems with the Triump's
top end as we often put extreme loads on the
engine by riding in unusual conditions. The
following items needed attention and replace-
ment at some point during the journey: clutch;
front and sidecar wheel bearings; rear spokes and
wheel rim; swinging arm bushings; suspension
dampers; one clipped gear cog. We got through
14 rear tires (6500 miles/tire), five front tires
(18,00 miles/ tire), and four sidecar tires (22,000
miles/ tire). Chain life was not good. We could
not use '0' ring chains and ran without a
chainguard.

The clutch took a lot of abuse and over-
heated in Japan. We always carried spare plates
and bonded pads, Sometimes the clutch had to be
slipped. For instance, when riding at around
15,000 feet in the Andes the horsepower dropped
almost 50 percent due to the altitude. The engine
would then run out of steam on the steepest of
the dusty or muddy slopes. We would both jump
off the bike, to lighten the load while I would run
alongside working both clutch and throttle
furiously, collapsing, lungs screaming and with a
dizzy head due to lack of oxygen, until the
summit was finally reached,

Looking back over our travels we have no
regrets as to our choice of vehicle. A motorcycle
with sidecar was often fun, always interesting,
eminently practical and only occasionally pain-
ful. The outfit is to retire, to be on display at the
National Motorcycle Museum near Solihull,
Birmingham. It will stand there as a testament to
its journey. My present transportation for London
and southern England is a solo machine. Mopsa
is expecting our first child at the end of August
so with a family on the horizon our sidecaring
adventures are apparently far from over.

(Richard - keep us informed about the progi
ress of your book, --HAK)

World Travel

Makghadighadi Salt Pan, Botswana

Trinket Sellers - Guatemala

The Authors in Japan

The Peruvian Desert Road
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World Travel

Meet with Dutch-Belgium Sidecarists in MaLaw, Africa.

Crossing Lake Titicaca, Bolivia
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Rally
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Rally
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Raffle
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Raffle
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Travel

Heading towards Fry Canyon from Natural Bridges Visitors Center on The Natural
Bridges are on this scenic road. - photo by Bob Anderson

This article was first published in Wing World, March, 1987, republished with permission.
Other photos by Jan Kessler.  Covers the Kessler’s vacation trip to the IBMC.

Sideroads & Shortcuts
by Clarence Kessler

Discovering interesting roads is the
ward of venturing off the beaten path. Tour-
ing motorcyclists sometimes turn the dis-
tance between home and a destination into
an adventure by taking the long way over
unknown roads or trying some shortcuts,
which may or may not save miles.

We enjoyed the good fortune of having
enough time to turn a two day ride from Hot
Springs, South Dakota to Natural Bridges,
Utah, into a five day ride. An IBMC (Inter-
national Brotherhood of Motorcycle Camp-
ers) Campout starting on a Friday in June
was the destination. My vacation started on
Sunday, which gave us five days to reach the
Campout.

The 1980 Gold Wing had a new tire on
the rear and fresh oil in the engine. By the
time i got off work on Saturday, my wife Jan

had the Sidecar packed and we were ready
to leave Sunday morning.

Sunday evening found us at the La
Junta, Colorado KOA, putting up the tent in
a stiff wind. Threatening skies cleared and
the wind died as soon as the tent was up.
The 460 mile ride had been over familiar
roads. No new experiences to discuss that
evening. Just the secure feeling that the
aging Wing and Sidehack were still up to a
good day's ride. Some camp cooking for
supper, and a little visiting with the nice
folks camped next to us completed the day.

Monday's ride would take us to a camp-
ing resort west of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Highway 350 had taken us for a
nice ride to Trinidad, Colorado. We took I-
25 south and stopped at Raton Pass for some
pictures, then contineud south to US 84 just
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beyond Las Vegas, New Mexico. Highway
84 south to I-40 was a little diversion from
I-25. It is a nice ride and turned into an
actual shortcut, saving at least 25 miles. The
days ride was slightly blemished by being
swept along with the heavy traffic on I-40
while crossing Albuquerque.

We camped about nine miles west of
Albuquerque and after setting up the tent,
we had a nice evening ride on the frontage
road along Interstate 40. Jan invested in
some genuine Indian Jewelry at a roadside
store while the Gold Wing received a tank
of gas. The day's 379 mile ride had been
highlighted by the stop at Raton Pass, the
pleasant ride down Highway 84 and quiet
evening of desert camping.

Tuesday we were on our way to
Prescott, Arizona. By the time we stopped
for gas and a sack of ice at Gallup, New
Mexico, we had second thoughts about
traveling on unknown side roads. The desert
country had become hot, and this was not
the time to be on back roads. Everything
was going well and I was satisfied to stay on
the Interstate, at least until we reached the
junction at Holbrook, Arizona.

Then it happened. First a missfire, then
loss of power. The gas gauge dropped to
nearly one half, and a nervous check of the
trip mileage reassured me that we had
gassed up 7 miles back. Finally the tempera-
ture gauge went to the cold side of the scale.
The symptoms worried me as the old 1100
limped along in fourth gear. Not wanting to
increase the risk of being stranded along the
road, nor having a desire to trouble shoot in
the hot sun, we endured the pinging and
erratic running while wondering just how
long the old engine could handle such
abuse. Nearly 25 miles later we saw a wel-
come interchange with a gas station and
pulled in. The engine promptly gave up and
all electrical functions were dead. The main
fuse had broken Just worn out from five
years of flexing on it's rubber mount. The

Travel
spare fuse link had us on our way in a short
time, with a new awareness of how quickly
things can change.

At Winslow, Arizona we turned into the
driveway of a gas station and convenience
store. The fuse incident was beginning to
fade from my memory, and a desire to take a
short cut or side road had returned. Now,
Jan discovered that she was suffering from
the effects of the midday sun, The air condi-
tioned store and some lunch brought things
back together.  After some discussion with
the store owner, we decided to head south
on Arizona Highway 87, towards a place
called Clint's Well.

Desert Highways, with their sparse
traffic, are among my favorite roads. I was
enjoying the ride, then realized that it was
getting very warm. Jan handed a cup of ice
water to me from the Sidecar, where she was
sitting rubbing ice on herself to keep cool.
The top was giving her some shade, but the
sun was still beating in through the wind-
shield as we were heading south during the
heat of the day. She assured me she was ok.
As the heat continued, doubts began enter-
ing my mind, and I wondered, "why are we
doing this?" The fuse incident earlier in the
day had not been forgotten. What if a tire
went flat? What if a radiator hose broke?
Scary stuff to be thinking about in the heat
of the day, on the desert, with a five year
old motorcycle and sidehack. We had been
riding through some very scenic desert
country when I noticed that it was cooling
off. It was now apparent that we had been
slowly climbing and were suddenly being
treated to a beautiful high country ride in
Prescott National Forest.

County Road number 2, south of Clint's
Well, was supposed to lead us over towards
Camp Verde. The area was green and cool
and the hot desert was all but forgotten.
After our short break, we headed south for
ten miles, but saw no sign of Road number
2. Turning around meant a ride back to
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Clint's Well for gas and to ask where this
elusive country road was. We mentioned to
the attendant that we had gone 10 miles
south and found no road going west. His
reply was "eleven miles south". We didn't
mind. The cool mountain air, green grass
and trees along the winding road, made it an
enjoyable time. The ride down from the high
country of Prescott National Forest to Camp
Verde is remembered as a contrast in climate
from cool mountain air to hot desert in a
very short time or distance.

We stopped briefly at Camp Verde near
I-17. It was back to 107 degrees. Somehow
it did not feel so hot after the enjoyable ride
over the mountains near Baker Butte, which
reached 8077 feet. It had been a good day
after all. Soon we were camped northwest of
Prescott and had time to reflect. We talked
about how the short cut turned the hot
Interstate Highway into a scenic and enjoy-
able tour of cool, green mountains. We also
had time to think about how vulnerable we
are in the desert and how dependent we are
on our motorcycle.

From Prescott we headed north on
Arizona 89 for a visit to Grand Canyon. No
side roads this day. We became part of the
tourist traffic. Tenex Campground in Kaibab
National Forest is located just south of the
Grand Canyon. When we pulled in at noon,
Jan suggested we set up the tent to claim a
spot, and tour the Canyon with the knowl-
edge that we would have a place to stay for
the night. This campground is nice. It fills
up early in the afternoon and the decision to
set up before going touring was wise.

Thursday morning we would leave for
Natural Bridges National Monument in
Utah. This would be the last day for a
chance at another side road or short cut. The
ride east on Arizona Highway 64 is a scenic
and pleasant ride. We picked our route to
Natural Bridges on the map. Highway 89 to
160 east, and a ride on US 165 throught
Monument Valley. This would take us to an
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interesting little town called Mexican Hat,
Utah. US Highway 163 continues to
Blanding, where Utah State Highway 95
would lead us to our destination, Natural
Bridges.

Mexican Hat and State 95 are connected
by Arizona State Highway 261, which looks
like an obvious short cut. The maps show it
to be at least part gravel or dirt. While
getting supplies, including an extra
styrofoam cooler for additional ice and
beverages, we asked about the short cut to
Natural Bridges. We were told, "about a
mile up the hill is graveled, but you won't
have any trouble with your Sidecar."

Arizona 261 started us on a pleasant
desert ride. We could see what looked like
the edge of a cliff in the distance, covering a
large part of the horizon. The desert floor
ended suddenly and the road turned to
gravel. A sharp turn leads to the beginning
of a rather steep climb, with many
switchbacks, where one could look back on
the road below. It was a first gear climb all
the way and the road turned to pavement
leading us through nice high country desert,
and to Highway 95 near Natural Bridges
National Monument. Several other IBMC
Members brought their motorcycles with
trailers up the same road without any prob-
lems. It had been a worthwhile shortcut;
interesting, but not difficult.

Our destination had been reached in
five days. It would have been an easy two
day ride, just as it was on the way home.
Natural Bridges is an inspiring area and
worthy of visiting on it's own merits. Our
side road excursions and shorts cuts while
taking the long way, added enough enjoy-
ment to make this one of our favorite trips.

More photos over...
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Travel
Sideroads & Shortcuts - photos by Jan Kessler

Sidecar outfit and self at the Grand Canyon.

Campsite at Tenex Campground south of the
Grand Canyon

Tenex Campground where we camped while
touring the Grand Canyon area.

Passenger, Jan Kessler at the Grand Canyon.

A stop at Raton Pass for a few minutes visit at
the information center.

Looking back towards Mexican Hat, which
unfortunately is in the haze.

The rugged beauty of the terrain as we started
up from the desert floor to the high desert on

Highway 261 near Mexican Hat, Utah.

A Bridge on Hgy 95 between the Visitors
Center of Natural Bridges National

Monument and Fry Canyon.
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Survey - ‘87
1987 SIDECAR SURVEY

Sidecarists, traditionally, are caring folks. They love
to share their experiences with others. And, they enjoy
filling out questionnaires. Where most surveys claim to be
successful if they get as few as one to five percent of
population represented, you responded with a whopping
15 percent to our 1981 survey profiling the sidecarist. This
survey is even more important. It represents our very
survival. And, I fully expect to get at least a 20 percent
response.

Many of you are aware of some problems we had
the past several months, some of our own making, others
not. I know it is and can be extremely frustrating. It has
been equally frustrating for all of us on the Executive
Committee. But your letters, some in exquisite detail,
show one major strong point. You give a darn. And, that is
what makes it worthwhile for us to continue, in spite of the
gripes. There is nothing less rewarding than trying to lead
a bunch of apathetic sheep who really do not want any
leadership but are content to receive whatever is handed
out. You do not fall into this category.

The leadership needs new direction and new blood -
quickly. It is a hard task to continue to pull new rabbits out
of an old hat when that hat becomes worn and frayed,
especially when there is no profit incentive. That's right. It
may be un-American and un-democratic but that is the
way it is, folks. With the exception of services and
expendibles, not a single executive officer takes a single
penny out of the kitty. Some do not even ask for reim-
bursement for out of pocket expenses such as the many
phone calls to keep the organization on track.

Our constitution and bylaws do not allow for
frequent and regular election of all officers primarily to
ensure that the Association will maintain continuity and
cohesiveness. It is difficult for officers or potential officers
to make each and every rally, or even to meet on a
frequent basis. The procedure we now have is for an
officer to remain in place as long as he is active in his
function. When, for whatever reason he is no longer active
(or wants not to be active) the Exec. Secretary solicits
nominations for the vacancy (or proposed vacancy). This
is typically done by advising the membership (through the
"Sidecarist") and soliciting members who wish to fill that
position.

Nominees are contacted to determine their willing-
ness and suitability and the nominated candidate(s) voted
upon by the existing Exec. Committee. The President
votes only to break a tie. The appointment is then an-
nounced in the "Sidecarist." As most moves are relatively
infrequent, this procedure has worked quite well. But it
does have its limitations. It does not necessarily represent
the choice of the individual member or perhaps of the
membership at large.

You have, however, many ways to influence the
committee. You can quit. Some have. You can write or
phone any committee member. You can write letters or
articles to the "Sidecarist." You can express your ideas and
thoughts to your local Chapter Director and through him
to the National Chapter Director. You can bring up your
thoughts at the AGM always held at the Annual rally,

I had prepared a 16 point proposal to the Executive
Committee for the 1986 AGM designed to enhance
services and reduce costs. Only one was considered in
depth, namely, to engage the services of a Management
Association which was passed by majority vote. The
remaining items were designed for us to bring ourselves
out of the doldrums without external professional help. In
short, the Management Association took their fees off the
top without proividing the services they promised which
put us in dire financial straits. Additionally, they had
messed up the membership records so badly it has taken
us many months to sort them out, The points I had
outlined in the 1986 proposal are slowly being put into
place as we recover. The committee also responded by
really putting their shoulders to the wheel. I cannot begin
to express my gratitude to Jim Krautz, Dan Doyle, Ed
Johnson, Terry Strassenburg and Doug Bingham.  It was a
monstrous task but there is light at the end of the tunnel.
But some officers are weary. They want to rest. Who will
step in? How? What direction do you want us to take?

This survey is probably the most important one you
can participate in for you will control our destiny. If you
do not feel the questions are appropriate do not be afraid to
say so And, while there is plenty of space left for other
comments do not feel bashful in adding additional pages.
Some comments may be published at my discretion but
state if you want specific comments published or not. No
comments will be published if they are a personal attack
on any individual or firm.
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Sidecar Training Coordinator - Ed Johnson
Ed has done a stirling job getting sidecar schools off the

ground in Illinois and adjacent states. He enjoys it and
wants to continue if that is your choice.

Possible Candidates:

Ed Johnson,

Your choice:

AMA Liason - Ed Johnson
Ed has handled this position. Ed will continue if that is

your choice.

As an AMA affiliate association an AMA Liason Officer
is desirable.

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Advertizing Manager - Terry Strassenburg
This is one extremely important job. Without strong

advertizing revenue coming in, you must support all
expenses primarily by dues. I am lining up some
advertizers and hope this officer can follow through.
Terry is uncomfortable in this position and will step
down.

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Legislative Officer - Open
We are affected by the various state regula-

enfants and laws. Our needs are unique. Our infants are
now required to wear helmets in many states or even
prohibited to ride with us. Collectively our voice can
and will be heard.

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:
Insurance Officer - Open
Our insurance needs are unique. We again fall through the

cracks. We pay more but are low risk travellers.
Insurance programs are needed for sidecarists. Who
can help?

Survey - ‘87
Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Foreign
From time to time we get articles, letters from foreign

countries so have need for translating needs for:

German: Japanese: Spanish: French: Swedish: Finnish:
Dutch: Danish: Italian:

Other Positions
Connie Brown - Ambassador
Al Roach - Membership Contact
Don Swanke - Emergency Contact
Jim Rubens - Historian
Les Garlinghouse - Latin American Corresp.

These positions remain intact unless objections with
cause are voiced. Please give these points your serious
consideration. You may return these questionnaires to me
in Houston, or bring them with you to the AGM at
Bingeman Park, Kitchener, Ontario, July 23 through 26,
or hand them in trust to any member you know who is
going to the rally. Whatever. Just be sure 'you are repre-
sented and your voice is heard.

This survey does not have the full blessing of all
members of the Executive Committee, but those members
I have spoken to are in full agreement with the survey in
principle (not necessarily with content or presentation),
There simply was not time to get universal accord. Thus,
the results of the survey, while not binding upon the
committee, will show them what and how the member-
ship feels on the points raised in this survey. And, please
use the extra space to touch on any points not covered that
you feel are Important.

Sidecar Manual Fund
I originally donated my time to get the manuals

together and you kicked in by pre-paying to get funds for
publication. Proceeds from sales were separated to
replenish funds for reprints and new manuals. These funds
were absorbed into the general kitty as funds were needed
there, which left nothing to reprint the manuals when
needed. Should a dedicated book fund from manual sales
be re-established to promote sidecar training and new
manuals?
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Comments:

Chapters
Discussions have arisen on how to make chapters

more effective, or should they be disbanded. I believe
support at the grass roots level is essential for our survival.

Comments:

Annual Rally
Discussions have arisen over the Annual Rally.

Again, I believe these are very important, do you?

Comments:

Management Association
Because our recent encounter with a specific

management firm was rather unpleasant, it does not
follow all are bad. We have been approached by another
with better (on the face of it) credentials. Can we do a
good job as a volunteer association or should we consider
another management firm for either the short or long
term? A management firm will require payment for
services but, if properly managed, they can do some jobs
more effectively.

Comments:

Complimentary Issues
Our list of "comp" members has been cut drastically

and will continue to be cut to the bone. Only associations
that exchange newsletters, certain editors of major M/C
magazines, frequent contributors and honorary members
will be on the "freebee" list. This will no longer include
sidecar manufacturers. Most are overseas and the postage
is crippling to continue this.

Comments:

Now we have taken care of the basic organization
let's consider other important issues:

"Sidecarist" Frequency
Finances permitting, we strive to be a monthly, at

least for the spring-summer-fall season (8-10 issues per
year). Content can be enhanced if we get backing and
solid input from the sidecar industry and related accessory
advertizers. We will try to get back on a monthly schedule

Survey - ‘87
after the rally. Is this okay?

Comments:

Dues
 Dues can be kept at their present level if some big

advertizing bucks can be found. Otherwise it may be
necessary to increase revenues slightly from $18 to $20
for domestic renewals, from $20 to $24 for Canadian and
from $24 to $30 for overseas. This increase is due to
postal expenses over which we have no control. An
overseas mailing is $1.50 per issue. Is this okay?

Comments:

Qualifications for Executive Positions
We have come under some flack from the Sidecar

Industry for allowing individuals professionally engaged
in the Sidecar Industry to be on the Executive Committee.
Conflict of interest is stated and the perception (not
necessarily valid in my opinion) that they could use the
USCA for their own interests. The bottom line is, this is a
volunteer association for sidecar enthusiasts. How do you
feel?

Comments

Honorary Advisors
Having said this, there are many dedicated persons

in the Sidecar Industry who can and have assisted us in
providing direction in an advisory but not as executive
positions. A few names come to mind such as Doug
Bingham, John Gresh, Don Plender, Jim Sontag, Bob
Odell, to name a few. Should persons such as these be
invited to join as "Honorary Advisors?

Comments:

Fiscal Reports
 Judging from the lack of gripes relating to how we

handle your check book, you have confidence in us,
fiscally speaking. But, for the record, do you want to see
published financial reports concerning the state of affairs
of the USCA? If so, how often? Do we need the "books"
reviewed by a CPA? Is there a volunteer?

Comments:
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The present Executive  Committee has been in place

for a long, long time. New blood is essential. Our bylaws
allow for nominations to be called for by the Executive
Secretary and voted on by the existing Executive
Committee.  Most of the existing committee will step
down from their present assignments although one or
more may be available for another assignment. Please
consider this Association as YOUR personal Association
and YOU have the option of placing any USCA member
in good standing into the position of your choice, includ-
ing yourself. If nominated, we will determine if that
individual is willing to serve and also determine his
qualifications for that assignment. Some names have been
tossed into the ring for your consideration. Do not
hesitate to put in your own write-in candidate for each
position or to nominate yourself. We are a volunteer
association.

Position of President
Current holder - Doug Bingham

Possible Candidates: Dan Doyle, Hal Kendall,

Your choice

Vice President - Osie Shanks
(Osie has tendered his resignation.)

Possible Candidates:

Your choice

Executive Secretary - Hal Kendall
(Hal will step down or assume any other position the

USCA members desire.)

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Treasurer - Ed Johnson
(Ed will tender his resignation for this position.) This

position is of utmost urgency.

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Survey - ‘87
Chapter Director - Jim Krautz
(Jim will tender his resignation for this position. He would

consider position of Membership Registrar.)

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:

Membership Registrar - Open
(Jim Krautz is currently doing a stirling service and enjoys

it. He would like to continue if that is the desire of the
membership.)

Possible Candidates: Jim Krautz,

Your choice:

Rally Director - Dan Doyle
(Dan will tender his resignation for this position. He may

consider the position of President, family situation
permitting.) Terry Strassenburg has offered to host the
1987 Annuall Rally,

Possible Candidates: Terry Strassenburg

Your choice:

Editor - Joe Burnett
(Joe tendered his resignation after two issues. )

This position may or may not be an executive
position. If payment is made for services, it is a non-
executive position (Federal Charter - no executive officer
can be paid). If the officer performs services without pay
he can be an executive officer. Filling this position is of
utmost urgency. I will continue to bring you the
"Sidecarist" on schedule - HAK.

Possible Candidates: Bryce Lee

Your choice:

Book Shop and Paraphenalia -
Currently handled courtesy of Doug Bingham and may

continue to be handled in this fashion. Who wants this one?
Must have a large garage or spare room and easy access to a
post office. A  knowledge of inventory accounting is required.

Possible Candidates:

Your choice:
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The Kinney-Olson Collection
Presents the Tacoma Board Track - 1918.

The Tacoma Board Track was one of about
twenty board tracks across the nation. Its ap-
proximate 30 yard width was made up of wood
slats about three inches wide. Its oval shape was
197 feet short of two miles.

The track was the scene of an electrifying
endurance record also in 1918. Elmer Bergstrom,
a northwest motorcycle rider, made history when
he rode an Indian. Light motorcycle 1107 miles
in 24 hours --- impressive, even by today's
standards.

Board tracks were shortlived, however.
They lasted from about 1915 through the early
1920s. Hazards were their downfall. Fire, warp-
ing slats and, the biggest problem, wood slivers,
became unsurmountable obstacles. These slivers
punctured tires and caused serious injuries when
accidents occurred.

A golf course now occupies the site located
near the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, Washington.

For more information on early motorcycling
that Frank Richardson Pierce documented,
:Akase contact the Kinney-Olson Collection, 4,0.
Box 1026, Vancouver, Washington 98666.

Careening down the straightaway at break-
neck speed, in front of the grandstand of the old
Tacoma Board track, is this early day Evel
Knieval. This motorcycling daredevel, is stand-
ing in a sidecar, while it's off the ground, healed-
over in a list, during this stunt which took place
in 1918.

This photo, just a portion of the work of
photojournalist Frank Richardson Pierce, is now
part of the Kinney-Olsen Collection. Mr. Pierce's
work documented a motorcyclist's lifestyle
throughout the Pacific Northwest from 1917
through 1920.

NOTE: The Kinney-Olson Collection plans
to offer a series of collector posters and a calen-
dar from their extensive collection of historic
motorcycle prints and Pierce's documentation.
Photos of those printed in the "Sidecarist" and
many others can be purchased from the Collec-
tion, address listed.

at the Track
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Rally News
Sierra Sidecar Spectacular
by Larry Alger

The Fifth Annual Sierra Sidecar Spectacular
was again hosted by Dan and Marlene Doyle of
Penryn, CA. and Alan and Carol Huntzinger of
San Jose. The California gold country always
attracts a good turn out and this year was no
exception. Over 200 enthusiasts (in eluding
enshusiastic kids) attended at the Mariposa
County Fair grounds, Aug. 15th through 17th.
There were 114 registrations with 171 adults and
31 kids.

Dan spend most of Friday at the Registra-
tion table. He kept busy collecting the registra-
tion fees ($10.00 at the gate), passing out the
large rally pin and selling the rally T-shirts. The
rally shirts were navy blue with gold print tout-
ing this year's rally. They were only $9.00 each
and real good quality. Dan told several people
he'd give them a deal for the T-shirts, only
$10.00 each. What a deal Dan. Dan also sold out
on the Saturday night dinner/ride. The price of
$5.00 bought a ticket to bar-b-q beef sandwiches,
beans, salads and beverage. The dinner was
served by a local youth conservation center
located in the mountains above Mariposa.

Mariposa is a picturesque town of about
2,000 in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains above the eastern central valley of
northern California. The fair grounds rally site
has full facilities for camping including showers.
The showers and locker room are reminiscent of
the old high school type shower room. One small
rallier, who obviously had not been introduced to
the locker room/ gang shower environment, was
overheard asking his father, "Can't we wait until
everyone else has gone Dad? They'll see us
naked." Dad told him that it was allright, but the
young one wasn't totally convinced. He showered
up staying close to Dad.

Saturday morning's events began with Gary
Pevey from the Sidecar Shoppe in Sacramento,
California. He gave a sidecar clinic attendee by
about 30 people. Many of the questions asked of
Gary centered on the set up of a motorcycle

sidecar outfit. As Gary was explaining axle lead
and trail, the question of leading link versus
telescoping front forks came up. Each bike and
sidecar set up is unique and must be considered
on the individual requirement The link front end
acts like power steer-- ing doeson a car. It will
overcome the unpleasant effects of a lot of axle
lead and the pull exerted by big sidecars.

Later that morning a group of riders de-
parted the fair grounds to take the ride up to
Yosemite National Park. It is one of the most
beautiful rides that an enthusiast can do and
Yosemite is truly one of Nature's wonderlands.
On Saturday, many non-sidecar people came out
to check out the three wheelers at the rally. Jim
Krautz using his big Watsonian/GL, as well as
Skip and Pam Baker, with their Honda/Motor-
vation outfits, spent much of Saturday giving
rides to the civilians. Pam even pressed her GL/
Formula II into driver training, letting several of
the ladies "get the feel" of a sidecar rig.

The field events were run by the Hunt-
zingers on Saturday afternoon. They were staged
in a tennis court area. First, the sidecar driver
was blindfolded (and the passenger was not
allowed to coach his driver). Then the driver was
to move forward to a line thirty feet or so from
the start. Distances from the stop line and off the
center line were measured to count for points.
The closer to the stop line and the center line the
higher the score. Next was the timed portion of
the course. A serpentine "S" curve lead to two 2
x 4's that the sidecar wheel had to run up on.
Then two tennis balls had to be thrown up over
flags strung on a wire and caught. Water balloons
clothespinned to a line had to be knocked off for
the next trial. Finally a series of consecutive,
reversed parking spaces had to be negotiated
before the finish line. On more than one occasion
the spectators got a laugh watching either the
passenger and/or the driver try to catch balls,
break ballons and maneuver into and out of the
parking spaces. The outcome was announced at
the awards that evening.
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Saturday evening the town of Mariposa was
treated to a show of sidecars as most of the
ralliers went on the dinner ride. Of the 104
motorcycles, 67 were sidecar outfits. There were
48 Hondas, 23 BMWs, 15 Harleys, 9 Yamahas, 6
Kawasakis, 2 Suzukis and a Moto Guzzi. The
sidecar list included 12 Watsonians, 11 Califor-
nia sidecars, 9 Motorvations, 7 Steibs 5 EMls , 4
Vetters, 4 Kennas, 3 Urals, 2 Harleys, 2 Equa-
leans, 2 Jawas, 2 Spirits, a BWM "Special," a
Goulding and a homemade rig.

The award winners for longest distance on a
rig went to Jerry Ferris, for 1045 miles. Shaenna
Ferris, garnered the youngest passenger at 6
months, Marnie Ferris took the long distance
passenger for 1045 miles. The Ferris Family is
from Aldergrove, B.C. Syd Allen of Vancouver
B.C. took the long distance solo bike award for
1045 miles. The honors for total age (210) went
to Earl and Laverne Kellerman of Lancaster, CA.
Tom Doane of Stockton, CA was the youngest
rig driver at 16 yrs. Kathy and Jim Benge of
Spring Valley, CA. had the longest distance tour
at 3185 miles. Glen and Winnie Anlauf of Santa
Paula, CA, each received an award; Winnie for
oldest passenger (68) while Glen took the hard
luck award for major mechanical trouble (a
blown fuse).

George Flores from Richmond, CA. was the
oldest rig driver at 71 years. The winners of the
field event were Fob Pelikan of Los Altos, CA
(Driver) and Misha Ferris of Aldergrove, B.C.
(passenger). Congratulations to all the winners
and to all those who vied for the awards.

Sunday morning brought coffee and donuts
for the ralliers from Dan and Co. Everyone had a
few more hours to circulate and talk sidecars. By
noon most of the ralliers had it all packed up and
on the road. Thanks to Dan and Marlene Doyle
for the greatest little sidecar rally in the Sierras.
Dan and Marlene can be contacted for informa-
tion about this year's rally at 1310 Gold Rush
Way, Fenryn, CA. 95"3 or c-11 (116) 663-2201.

Rally News

Seen at the rally - THE END!

Winnie Anlauf surveying Saturday night S/C
show at Mt. Bullion Camp.

Marne & Shaenna Ferris
Aldergrove, B.C.

The Baker Clan ready to lead ride to
Yosemite.
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Rally
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Coming Events
NOTE TO PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN: News about events and other announcements of a
timely nature must be on my desk at least two and one half months prior to SIDECARIST
cover date. Please send all information to: Terry Strassenburg, 18461 Martin Ave. Homewood,
IL 60430. 312/799-1289

If you don't, see a listing for your area contact your state director. After your meet, don't forget to
send in those pictures and facts. Your pictures may wind up in the SIDECARIST and be the envy
of those who didn't attend.

USCA EVENTS
June 28  NIR/USCA - Wild Life Refuge, Peoria, IL. Contact: Ed Johnson (312) 799-1289

July 17 - 19  7th New England S/C Rally, Pomfret, CT. Contact: John K. Harris, Jr., P.O. Box 332,
Brooklyn CT. 06234

July 23 - 26  USCA Annual Rally Bingham Park, Kitchener, Ont. Canada Contact: Kerry Watson
(519) 623-8516

July 31 - Aug. 2  Sierra Sidecar Spectacular VI Mariposa, CA. Contact: Dan Doyle (916) 663-2201
or (916) 663-1310

Aug 2 - NIR/USCA - Blackberry Farms Contact: Ed Johnson (312) 799-1289

Aug 7-9 - USCA Wisconsin Chapter - 2nd Annual Antigo Campout , Contact: Allen Schultz, S30 W
29455 Williams Way Waukesha,,WI 53186

Nov. 6-8 Southern Fried CA Chapter Havasu Nites IV Sidecar Rally, Echo Lodge Resort, Parker
Dam, CA. Contact: Jack Fassel, 13110 Old West Ave. San Diego, CA. 92129, (619) 484-2010

CSOC Events - Canada  - Contact: Osie Shanks (519) 794-3707
June 6 - Streetsville, Ont, Bread and Honey Festival

June 21 - Church Parade, CSOC Central Ont. Chapter - breakfast - service -ride - special event.

June 26-28 - CSOC Sidecar Olympics

July 31-Aug 3 - CSOC Quebec Chapter - First Annual Rally

Courtesy Listings
June 12-14, Great Lakes Harley Roundup Cycle Moore Campgrounds, Interlochen, MI Contact:

(616) 276-9091

July 10-12 - Great Lakes Jap Wrap ‘Cycle-Moore Campgrounds Interlochen, MI, Contact: (616) 276-
9091

Aug, 14-16 - Great Lakes Sidecar Meet European-Vintage Run - $14 pp before 8/6, then $17 pp
Camping $2,00 pp Cycle-Moore Campground Interlochen, MI Contact: (616) 276-9091

Sept. 23-26 - Aspencade '87, Columbia, Missouri, Contact: Til Thompson, 3035 West Thomas Road,
Phoenix AZ 45017- (800) 237-5450
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Chapter Notes
Northern California/Nevada
Notes

The USCA NC/N Chapter opened the
'87 season on April 26, with a ride from
Stockton to Pine Grove via lone, Dry Creed
(formerly Wikey Gulch), Amador City,
Sutter Creek LI, Jackson, That's the heart of
the Highway 49 California Gold Rush Coun-
try.

There were 48 folks on the ride on
hacks and solos. Highlight of the ride was
our bike show and lunch at the Pine Grove
Youth Conservation Camp, a firefighting
camp containing 115 young men who have
run afoul of the law. They have demon-
strated a maturity and ability to spend some
of their time helping society by doing con-
servation work, public service projects and
fighting forest fires.

A committee of the lads judged all the
rigs and awarded first, second and third
place trophies in a Best of Show contest.
Art, Gayle and David Floco of Fremont took
third with their GL/California rig. Second
were Alex, Shirley and Nichole Stephens of
Modesto in their GL/Kenna unit. And, a
well-deserved first went to Geoff, Sherrie
and Jamie Smith of Vallejo with the tried
and true (and often rebuilt) Harley/Califor-
nia combo. We almost talked Geoff into
lashing the trophy to the handlebars, Marlon
Brando ("Wild Ones") style, for the ride
home.

Registrations are coming in for the NC/
NC's one and only fund raiser, Sierra Side-
car Spectacular VI, set for July 31-August 2
in Mariposa. This year's edition will follow
by a week and be joined by a scavenger hunt
in between for those attending the 5th An-
nual Bigfood Sidecar Rally also, which is
produced by our good friends in British
Columbia. For info on that fine frolic, call
(604) 272-2286 or 272-3607 or write 6280
Taseko Cr., Richmond, B.C. V7C 2N5,
Canada.

On a personal note, we spent the off
season making a run to Death Valley, taking
in the annual Sierra-Cascade RAlly at Lake
Almanor, scooting down to Palmdale for the
Brass Monkey and otherwise riding when-
ever we could. Speaking of the Sierra-
Cascade, one of the organizers, Ozzie Auer
of Chico, teamed with son Ralph on a
BMW/EML (what else?) to take first in the
sidecar class at the second annual La
Carrera road race in Mexico. Congrats to
one of our finest. (Photos over)

Bulletin on pending CA helmet legislation
While it would be nice (a matter of

personal philosophy) if the it were kaput by
the time you read this, there's the possibility
that it will not. We have met with the au-
thor, Assembly Dick Floyd. He is actually a
nice guy and a long time rider, but he is
personally convinced that something needs
to be done to protect all the wee-wees of the
world who zip in and out of traffic on scoot-
ers and the like. He just doesn't know any
way to write a bill that singles those fools
out and leaves the rest of us alone. He also,
apparently, had an exotic encounter with a
sidecar rig years ago and has been con-
vinced ever since that sidecarists are crazy.
You get the idea.

He is not likely to amend the bill to
specifically exclude sidecar rigs or passen-
gers in sidecars. The sort of good news,
however is that the California Highway
Patrol, which is the agency charged with
passing the word on such matters to other
police jurisdictions in the state, is interpret-
ing the bill as currently written to not apply
to passengers in sidecars. We'll keep you
posted.

Dan, Marlene and Jennifer Doyle
Penryn, California, (916) 663-2201
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Chapter Notes
Northern California/Nevada

Sidecar Show
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Chapter Notes
San Diego Daze, Havasu Nites III
Report  by Jack Fassel

Although this year's rally was some-
what smaller (69 adult registrations), it
wasn't low on excitement. This third San
Diego Daze/Havasu Nites Sidecar Rally,
held during Veteran's Weekend in No-
vember, saw 25 Hondas, 5 BMWs, 5
Yamahas, 4 Harleys, 2 Kawasakis, 1
Suzuki, 9 Motorvations, 6 Californias, 4
Urals, 2 Equaleans and one each EMI.,
Terraplane, Spirit, Globe, Jupiter, Ultra,
Duraflex and unknown. The riders came
from Vegas, Phoenix, L.A., San Diego,
Union City and Las Cruces.

The weather was perfect (no wind
like last year) and the full agenda of
activities started with a Novice sidecar
seminar in the clubhouse. This was
followed by the field events (set up by
the Kennedys from Phoenix). This timed
event put both driver and passenger to
the test with a blind drive, ball dribble
ala broom, goal shoot, tennis ball place-
ment and the wet, water pie pan. Win-
ners were: 1st place - Pat Connolly
(Oceanside) & Sharon Bleichner (our
Easy Rider Magazine contact); 2nd
place - Jim and Bonnie Bassett (Las
Cruces); 3rd place - Dick Funderburgh
(Las Vegas) and Ed Emmons (Palm
Springs).

Later that evening (after pigging out
at the Calico Steakhouse), we met in the
clubhouse again for a seminar/slide
presentation concerning sidecars. At-
tendees were compared to the recent
sidecar survey published by our good
friend Jim Dodson at Hack'd.

Sunday morning saw road tour
participants off on a short, but clever
road tour that required both driver and
passenger participation. To complete the
tour, a course was followed accompa-
nied by a series of questions that had to

be answered. Questions ranged from
'what's to the right of MP 150,' to 'how
many total steps did you have to climb
up and down in the Parker Dam self
guided tour?' He (or she), who answered
the most correctly won, Of course there
was confusion in Parker, where partici-
pants received assistance from the local
police to answer, 'where does the Pink
Panther have fun-n-sun?' The tour was
put together by Pat Connolly and the
winners were: 1st place - Shirley Fuller
(Pahrump, NV); 2nd place - Darryl
Salmon (Hawthorne); 3rd place - Nora
Hildreth (March AFB).

Sunday evening we gathered at the
Calico again for prime rib or BBQ rib
dinner.

Adjourning to the bar, we gave
away the remaining door prizes and the
plaques for the field events and road
tour. We also drew for the 50/50. The
long distance sidecar award went to Bud
and Theresa Kincaid from Union City,
CA., while the long distance solo award
went to Jim Doil of Las Cruces (no
relation to the famous Dan of N.CA.).

Two topics were discussed by the
group. What's happening within the
United Sidecar Association (no conclu-
sions drawn)? What about next year?
Although this year's event was a suc-
cess, participation was limited by the
'floating' Veteran's Holiday, which fell
on Tuesday. Next year it's even worse.
Veteran's Day falls on a Wednesday. To
further complicate the issue, we (me)
are very concerned about the liability
question that continues to haunt all
motorcycle events,

My guess for next year - Rally IV
will go on, but it may be real "low pro-
file." Put the first weekend of November
/87 on your calendar, We'll put an event
on dispite the odds as we're sidecarists!
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Rigs Along The Colorado

Chapter Notes
San Diego Daze, Havasu Nites III

Rally Winners
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Motorvation Engineering
Announces the following:
- Starfire aluminum cast wheels for Back Pack

Trailers (note long bed Limited Edition pictured
with 7 spoke wheels), Unladen weight - 80 lbs, 20
cu ft capacity, 200 lbs load. Use 1-7/8" ball or 5/8"
Heim hitch. Basic kit available for $600, up to
$2500 for Limited Edition Trailer with all the
trimmings. Wheels may be obtained seperately.

- Formula II available with tilt front access! This
option makes it easy to enter and exit. Passenger
steps right in from ground, NOT onto the seat!
Entire front deck swings up out of the way on
internal linkage and is supported by twin spring
loaded gas struts. External high quality off-road
hood latches firmly secure bonnet when in motion.
Also provides easy access to forward storage.
Option cost $450.

- Formula II also available with sleeper option! Body
hinged at rear, Front of body elevated 3 feet. Open-
ing covered by HD marine canvas. Sleeps 6 footer,
Not available with tilt front access.

- New wrap-a-round bumper package and rear
luggage rack also available for protection and
additional carrying capacity.

- A self contained hydraulic brake system option
available with individual foot control that may be
worked in conjunction with rear brake or indepen-
dently (right rear brake foot control machines).

- Adjustable torsional level hand control option
allows driver to adjust lean out while en route to
compensate for changes in load, crown, speed, and
so on. Result: neutral steering under all conditions,

- Additionally, there are a host of options available
from seat belts to color matching to AM/FM/Stereo/
Cassette system with stereo speakers, to dolly
wheels and so forth. The unit in kit form retails at
$1895. The full dress unit with most options can run
to $4500 or more,

For details, contact; Motorvation Engineering 3702
Clifton Place, Montrose, CA 91020, (818) 248-9631

Industrial News
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E&F Register
REGISTER FOR EMERGENCY AND FRIENDSHIP
CONTACTS (USCA MEMBERS ONLY)

The USCA is asking for volunteers from the members for the EMERGENCY AND FRIEND-
SHIP CONTACT SYSTEM. These listings are for emergency help, sidecaring socialization, or both,
depending on your preference.

The Emergency Only category is to provide aid during a breakdown, accident, theft, etc. The
Friendship Only category is an open invitation for sidecarists passing through to stop and say Hi.

Yes! I would like to volunteer for emergency contact, sidecaring socialization, or both:

State:_________ Town:__________________  First Name:______________________

Phone:______/________________ Membership:_________ Number ZIP Code:______

EMERGENCY ONLY [___] FRIENDSHIP ONLY BOTH [___]

Send this form to: Don Schwanke, Big Springs - Rt. 1, P.O. Lecompton, KS 66050
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Misc.

WATSONIAN
75TH

ANNIVERSARY
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Depart LAX August 25th (or other US cities).

Arrive Gatwick, England, August 26th -stay at
nearby hotel.

August 27th: Sightsee London - proceed to
Birmingham.

August 28th: Sightsee at Warwick Castle,
Stratford-on-Avon, Blenheim Palace, etc.,

August 29th: Sidecar rally site open, also
Motorcycle Museum.

August 30th: Rally, museum, Watsonian ban-
quet.

August 31st: Party at Watsonian factory.

COST: $1150 per person, round trip, double
occupancy, rally banquet, etc.

MORE DETAILED
PROGRAM AVAILABLE

FROM DOUG
(818) 780-5542

INTERESTED
IN BACK ISSUES

OF THE SIDECARIST?
WE HAVE MOST ISSUES

AVAILABLE BACK TO
JANUARY 1980

SEND A SASE FOR LISTING
TO:

UNITED SIDECAR
ASSOCIATION, INC.

633 OGDEN RD.
NEW LENOX, ILLINOIS 60451

GET IT
ON!
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

STEIB 5501 - Partly restored, body work profes-
sionally done, needs assembly, detailing, seat,
windshield, wheel work, otherwise complete.
Asking $1,500 U.S. as is.

Bob - (416) 226-1363, Toronto, Ontario (60
miles from site of July '87 rally.)

Unit Leading Link Forks for 1981 Gold Wing.
New in original shipping container. Cost -
$600. NBO. Dorothy Metzler, F. O. Box 5462,
Clinton, N. J. 08809 (201) 735-7565

1981 Gold Wing with Watsonian Monaco.
Bereavement necessitates sale. See March '85
"Sidecarist." Dorothy Metzler, P. O. Box 5462,
Clinton, N.J. 08809 (201) 735-7565

WANTED - Fibreglass sidecar, complete, H-D
CLE w/mounts to fit 1982 FLH Classic. Write
A. L. Hariadji, M.T. Haryono 305, Semanang
50136, Indonesia

WANTED Steib TR500 Special BMW Sidecar.
Perfect condition. Spare tire rack, windshield,
cover, all hardware. Prefer east of Miss. (301)
662-9587. William Jeffers (5698) Singletree
Dr., Frederick, MD 21701

'85 BMW K100RT - '86 EMI deep red color
matched. Hand warmers - 3500 miles. Illness -
must sell - $11,000. Paul Post, 1210 Superior
Drive, Auburn, IN. 46706 - (219) 925-1155.
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1962 Norton Dominator 99/Globe outfit, stun-
ning black with gold/brass accents. Com-
pletely restored to new inside and out. Show
prize winner - feature in Spring '86 issue
"British Car & Bike Magazine. Truly magnifi-
cent British classic. $5000. Contact Dave at
British Car & Bike...(818) 710-1234.

Dreyer Sidecar. Nice condition. Painted White.
New upholstery. Windshield and all connec-
tions. $750. Louis Wille, 220 Market St.,
Momence, IL...(815) 472-4864.

WANTED: Harley-Davidson Sidecar, Model
TLE to FLT 1983, and later FLT or FLHT
Harleys. Joe Svesko, 2460 Kosiorek Dr., t'rie,
PA 16509...(814) 825-6592.

Those in need of a nice red plastic lens in 5.5
mm size, to fit vintage BMWs and Sidecars,
contact Steve Puntillo, 1911 Rowley Ave.,
Madison, WI 53705 (608) 233-1569. Steve
says they'll fit the BMW Spezial/TR500,
Hollandia, R25 series, R51-R67-R68 series, as
well as 1955 Earles Fork BMWs using the
small taillamp. Cost is $10, plus $3.50 UPS.
No personal checks or P. O. boxes, please.
Only 20 available.

1967 R69S, 37K, Steib S501, fairing, 12 volt,
bags, geared. $4200. E. T. Boswell, 214 W.
Maya Dr., Litchfield Pk., AZ 85340...(602)
935-4507.

1972 Changjiang 750; Chinese copy of 1938
Military BMW, with sidecar. Dark green.
Restored to better-than-new with many spare
parts. Only one in North America! Best offer.
Tom McGrath...(703) 243-1798.

1983 California Friendship Sidecar, wineberry
red, headlight, carpet, bra, maplight, rack,
many extras, excellent condition. Mike Davis,
744 Musick Ave., Modesto, CA 95351...(209)
5236196.

1985 BMW KlOORT and silver-matched EML
sport sidecar. Complete EMLL mod kit.
34,000 easy miles by elderly owner. Cost from
Europe, $16,000 for '86 model (see pg. 31,
Item 2, THE SIDECARIST, Jan '87). My price
$8,950 (firm). Has Calif. specs., and Florida
tag. Miles R. Reichenbach, 7655 South U. S.
Hwy #1, Lot #5, Titusville, FL 32780... (305)
269-5549.

1984 Watsonian Cambridge, '85 Honda Inter-
state, blue, pin-striped, extras, needs minor GL
assembly work. $1500 OBO. Ron Bigger,
13505 SW Evergreen, Beaverton, OR
97005...(503) 644-9342.

1984 H-D Sidecar complete, mint condition with
xtra goodies and windshield. $2800. Photo
available. Jodie Salt, 1429 N. Toledo, Tulsa,
OK 74115...(918) 832-8843.

Suzuki RER Rotary w/ matching black Hitch-
hiker, Vetter, air shocks/forks, dampener, low
miles. $4000. 1967 Lambretta Innocenti 200
cc scooter w/matching white sidecar. $900.
Larry Watts, #28, Box 208, Williamsburg, IA..
(319) 668-2586.

A Classic Rig! '73 Moto Guzzi Eldorado 850
with Watsonian Monza car. All black/white
trim. $1995. Stan Klein.. (203) 762-0434 (eve)
- 346-4949 (day).

1981 Terraplane Sidecar, Honda beige, custom
convertible top, disc brake. Mounts for '85
GW; '79/'80 Suzuki 850/ 1000; '79 Kawasaki
1000. S2000 for car or best offer. Gene Will-
iams, Rt. 1, Box 388 B, Guntersville, AL
35976... (205) 586-4678.

1984 BMW R80RT, red, 25,000 mi., Krauser
Luggage. $2500. 1974 Jawa Velorex Sidecar,
black, universal mounting system. $400.
Charles Hemmelgarn, 5740 Cairo Road,
Westerville, OH 43081...(614) 895-1037.
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'76 Hondamatic 750, 23K, Velorex S/C, Bags,

Fairing, Runs Well, $1987 or BO -Your wife
can drive it shopping or head for
Denver...Sixty lb. bucket of rocks (ballast) is
free...(209) 359-2728, or, (209) 784-2799,
Porterville, CA 93257.

California Sidecar & 1980 Kawasaki 400 (6
Speed), 4000 Actual Miles, Excellent Condi-
tion, Looks Like New, $1,495.00... (318) 878-
6458 (After 6 PM) - Ann Arbor, MI.

1976 Suzuki GT750 W/1978 Ural Jupiter Side-
car, 28,000 mi. on the GT, both in very good
condition, $1,100...Contact Ed Millray at 305
E. Navilla Pl., Apt. C, Covina, CA 91723, or
call (818) 966-9672.

1986 Harley FXRD with Harley Sidecar, Two-
Tone Burgundy and Silver, Sound System,
Upholstered Sidecar, $14,000 invested - sell
for $10,000. May take sidecar or interesting
motorcycle as part payment...(513) 561-5818,
Cincinnati, OH.

WANTED: Steib S350 Sidecar; also Velocette
Viper, hopefully with Avon Veeline Fairing
and Engine Covers... Herb, (213) 426-4651,
or, 424-4090.

1947 Ariel Square Four, completely original and
runs well. Great sidecar machine,
$3500...(714) 530-2712.

1956 BMW R-50 with Steib LS 200 Sidecar -
older restoration - solid and strong. Ivory.
Sidecar gearing - some spares. Good condi-
tion. $4400 O.B.O.Contact Burt Richmond,
1065 Lafayette St., Denver, Colo 80218 (Need
garage space.)

1982 Honda CX500 Turbo w/Vetter Sidecar, 4
point mounting, 3 wheel disc brakes. Tonneau
sidecar top. FMCassette-radio. Very slick, very
professional. $5000 O.B.O. Contact Burt
Richmond, 1065 Lafayette St., Denver, Colo
80218 (Need garage space.)

Watsonian Oxford, 84 'Wing, Earles Forks, Xtra
Tank, Excellent Condition, K6000 firm, Stan
Vorgias (After 6), 10005 Fairlane, Union, IL
60180.

Suzuki powered outfit, trailer and extra parts,
$3000, Marvin Hagele, 5755 S. Mobil Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60638... (312) 581-0478.

f-Z Yamaha outfit, extra parts, $2500, Doug
Kalita, 49741 Fuller, Mt. Clemens, 41
48045...(313) 9490120.

1180 Suzuki outfit, trailer, and extra parts,
$3000, Joe Poire, Rt. 1, Box 109-A,
Valleyford, WA 99036...(509) 926-0980. •

Kaw powered outfit, $1500-$2000, Mike Hartel,
67 Adams Lake Dr., Pontiac, MI 48054...(313
683-6030.

Wasp racing frame, Kaw powered ice racer,
Gary, John, and Mary McCaw, R.R. 7
Brantforo, Ontario, Canada N3T-5L9... (519)
752-4490.

T-Z Yamaha parts, Jack Hart, 11112 Rainier Ave.
So., Seattle, WA 98128... (206) 772-8541

Complete rolling chassis glass setup for Yamaha
T-Z, pipes, tires, and many other extras, Reg
Pridmore, 1946 E. Thompson Blvd., Ventura,
CA 93001... (805) 648-2895.

[978 Neval (Soviet BMW) 650 cc w/Ural :ype
sidecar. Solo + military pillion - 6,000 kilome-
ters. Ivory w/burgundy )in stripe. Many spares.
Excellent :ondition. $4500 O.B.O.*

VINTAGE BRITISH BIKES - '38 Ariel 500:
$4,800/'57 AJS 16 MS 350: $1,600/'34 BSA
Blue Star 250: $1,800/ '35 BSA M10: $2,500/
'37 BSA B 23: $1,800/'33 New Hudson 500:
$2,500/'28 Raleigh Flat Tank 2-1/4 hp: $2,850/
'36 Rudge 500: $3,500/'37 Sunbeam 350:
$2,500/ P48 Sunbeam S-8: $2,000. Burt M.
Richmond, 1065 Lafayette St., Denver, CO
80218. Home Phone: (303)-8310100.
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Watsonian Monza Sidecar on R60/2 BMW
Motorcycle. Black. Excellent condition.
$2,500. George Thomas, P. O. Box 255, 6275
Apple Vista, Wrightwood, CA 92397...(619)
249-6394.

'78 H-D FLH, '79 H-D Car. 40K on bike. $3500.
Will split or trade for a car to fit an '84 Venture
(and cash). Mike Ward, 4011 Marsh, Bryan,
TX 77803... (409) 778-1848 (After 6 PM).

1968 Continental Sidecar. Will fit most motor-
cycles. Black paint, windshield and wood
rack. Excellent condition. New 16" chrome
wheel. $800.00. Will send photos. Chuck
Brierton, P.O. Box 1705, Buellton, CA
93437...(805) 688-4349.

1984 Goldwing Interstate, 1985 EML, Sport
Tour "ST," and Travlite Trailer, Hondaline
Type II radio, intercom, 20,145 miles. Over
$14,000 invested. Must sell due to back injury.
$10,800. Kevin Pavek, 912 4th St. No., Fargo,
ND 58102...(701)235-2029.

If you like old motorcyles, you'll love The VIN-
TAGE CYCLE Magazine. Featuring American
and European antique & classic motorcycles.
Feature bikes, meet coverage, upcoming
events, classifieds. Subscription $19.00 per-
year (Six issues), sample copy $2.95. Mail to:
The Vintage Cycle, P. O. Box 4134-A, Sonora,
CA 95370.
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Manufacturers & Services
These services appear lean. When I called several of the manufacturers listed they were a) out
of business, b) did not know their cards were listed, c) had changed address or phone number.
This service to manufacturers, dealers and others, can only be continued if current. Cards
listed are believed correct. If your card is not here, send card, plus $50.00 to the USCA, 711
Plainwood Drive, Houston, Texas 77079. If you paid for a card and it is not listed, send new
card and advise period card was to be listed ($50.00 per 12 months). Our members refer to
these cards constantly!
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Advertizement
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Application Form
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